
Index

abstract. See also keywords
papers
conference 41
generic structure 42
scanning

for new ideas 110
value of 109

thesis 41
writing your first 40

alarm, timer 16
assertiveness, with your Ph.D.

adviser 8

career
changing direction 103
image and perception 105

collaboration
about efficiency 75
by e-mail 77
how much information to share 78
negotiating 78
two main types of

identified need 76
spontaneous 76

value of 75
visiting other labs 79

four-point plan 80
as a working interview 81

communication. See also credibility,
talks

talking to people as a remedy to
failed experiments 12

community
entering deeper into your scientific

108
conferences. See also abstract; posters

food 45
main sessions 43
networking venues 44
pacing yourself 45
plan to get the most out of them 43

poster session 44
source of new ideas 43
trade exhibitors 45
travel grants and subsidies 46

confidence. See also interviews
built from successful easy

experiments 10
lack of 7
multitasking requires 16
with your Ph.D. adviser 7

credibility
establishing your 106
need for good communication 107

deadlines. See experiments;
motivation; papers

discipline
planning 10
setting targets with your Ph.D.

adviser 6
discussion.

See also papers 24

efficiency. See also collaboration
multitasking 13
negative effects of fatigue 11
reading 17
research 13

examiners. See thesis
experiments. See also communication;

confidence
doing lots does not necessarily

equate with success 13
failed ones as a learning

opportunity 12
law of averages 11
need to stop before the end of your

Ph.D. 62
Ph.D. advisers push for more 62
planning 14
some unfinished work is OK 63 127
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experiments. (cont.)
start with an easy one 10
strategy for stopping 62
value of unbreakable deadlines 63

failing your Ph.D., danger of losing
touch with your Ph.D. adviser 5

fatigue. See efficiency
fellowships
applying for 97
eligibility criteria 97

figures. See papers; thesis
final thesis defence. See thesis
funding 68. See also grant
proposals

funding bodies,
priorities and initiatives 115

Gantt charts, planning tool 15
goals 115. See also objectives; Ph.D.
grant proposals
aims and objectives 69
as source of post-doc funding 97
competing with established

groups 98
drafting 68
getting funded 69
need for convincing preliminary

data 98
waiting for response 69
writing 69

ideas
building your portfolio of 111
dangers of sharing 111
follow them up yourself 113
getting in first 110
good 67

knowing when your ideas are 7
impact factor. See also papers
as criterion for selecting papers to

cite 24
independence
false sense of 5
of thought 7

interviews 117. See also collaboration,
students

panel members 117
value of humble confidence 119
value of preparation 117
what’s being tested 118

introduction 24. See also papers

jobs
applying for 114
preliminary enquiries 67

keywords. See also literature;
students

abstract 42
dropping 110

labelling. See also papers
importance of 89

laboratory note book 16
useful for planning 15

lecturing 96
literature. See also efficiency; papers;

thesis
background reading 19
becoming an expert 17
databases 17
e-mail alerts 18
getting on top of it 18, 19
keywords 17, 19
search strings 18
style of scientific writing 20

mental breathing space, need for
reflection 11

methods 23. See also thesis
value for student projects 88

motivation
sticking to your plan 10
value of self-imposed deadlines 12

multitasking. See confidence,
efficiency; post-doc

networking. See also conferences
essential source of missing

information 74
high-level 105
local 82
rules for 83
value of 83

niche, finding your own 106

objectives, research goals 115
oral presentations. See talks

papers
abstract 37
covering letter 38
deadline for submission 33
determine your message 34
discussion 35, 37
danger of overstating your

conclusions 35
editor’s letter 39, 40
making amendments 39

end game of science 32
figure and table legends 34
figures 37, 38128
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figures and tables 34
early preparation of 32

final proof 40
getting feedback 37

from your boss 35
from your other co-authors 36

getting out of the lab 33
guidelines 32
instructions for authors 37
introduction 34

literature 32
law of diminishing returns 33
main reason your Ph.D. adviser took

you on 8
need to publish 31
pressure to publish early 99
rapid first draft, value of 36
referees’ reports 38
references 37
results 34

selection of 34
seeking high impact factor 32
submission 38

peer-review process 73
Ph.D. See also project

need for a personal goal 10
Ph.D. adviser. See also assertiveness,

confidence, discipline, failing
your Ph.D., papers, thesis

rules for a successful relationship 5
plan, ten-year 114
planning. See also conferences,

discipline; experiments; Gantt
charts, laboratory notebook,
motivation, plan, practical
class, talks

needs to be written down 15
task lists 16

post-doc
advice on multitasking 13
as trouble-shooter 90
attributes of a good one 104
making the transition from Ph.D.

student 70
expectations of students 71
expectations of your post-doc
adviser 71

new peer group 70
sources of advice 72

opportunities offered by your first
post-doc job 103

posters 46
advertisements for your research

46, 49
bad looking 47
dimensions 48

future work versus current work 47
good-looking 49
layout 48
like billboard advertisements 47
need a punchy title 46
PowerPointW, Microsoft 48
printing 48
results 47
sources of new ideas 110
summary 47
value of images 47
your poster at the conference 49

postgraduate training 73
PowerPointW, Microsoft 27. See also

Posters; Talks
practical class, undergraduate 91

seven key points 92
lesson plan 93

presentations. See talks
pressure. See stress
principal investigator, key attributes

of 120
project, selecting the right one for

you 3
project leader, finding one 68
publications, high-impact. See

success

references 24. See also papers
reflection. See mental breathing

space
replication, need for 89
report writing 23
results 24. See also papers, posters;

talks
often concentrated in final year of

Ph.D. 12
preliminary 24, 98
publication quality 16
unpublished, making them work

for you 107

science
can be boring 3
gives you a buzz 124
slow-moving nature of 12

scientific community. See
community

scientist, two main types
of 104

strategy, research 116
stress 59

relaxation 59, 61
solution to 61
vulnerability of Ph.D. students and

post-docs 60 129
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students 85. See also methods,
post-doc, stress

extra pairs of hands 85
handling interruptions 89
interviewing 87
managing 87

setting targets 89
selecting a project 85
writing a project outline 86

keywords 86
success, equals high-impact
publications 108

sustainable pace, working at 72

tables. See papers, thesis
talks. See also credibility
avoid too much on-screen

text 27
checklist for successful 26
communicating your message 27
dealing with nerves 26, 28
getting your delivery right 28
identify your message 26
know your results 27
need visual impact 27
planning 27
PowerPointW, Microsoft 28
value of background reading 27
your research as a story 27

text, too much on posters.
See posters

thesis 52. See also abstract
adding value to yours 14
backing-up your files 53
figures and tables, prepare first 52
figures, can lead to time wasting 53

final thesis defence or viva voce
examination 25, 55

five-point plan 56
be assertive 58
do not bluff 57
errors and omissions in your

thesis 57
examiners 25, 55, 57, 58

report 56
failure of 55
examines report 56
survive or thrive attitude 56
you are the expert 56

getting writing 53
literature, handling 52
methods chapter 63
preparing to start writing 63
shotgun thesis composition 52
computer files 53
critical mass of text 54
potential pitfall of 54

submitting on time 25
importance of keeping in

touch with your Ph.D.
adviser 5

value of reading other people’s
theses 62

time wasting 14
transferable skills 103

viva voce examination. See thesis

work
importance of contributing

something each day 11
routine, value of varying 12

130
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